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Executive Summary
Distribution of printed materials involves the movement of product from the production site to an internal (e.g., warehouse) or external (e.g., customer) location. Key issues
in physical distribution include cost, materials handling, storage, and safety (Cummings
& Chhita, 2004b).
Following printing and binding, printed materials are sometimes entered directly into
a distribution channel to be delivered to the ultimate reader or user. Printed materials
frequently are warehoused for later distribution. This traditional workflow is known as
print-and-distribute (Lamparter, 1998; Cost, 2005).
A new workflow reverses these steps and distributes a job in electronic format to a
remotely located print site for reproduction. This workflow has been described as
“print’s great paradigm shift,” or, distribute-and-print. CAP Ventures, a market research
and strategic consulting firm for the digital imaging and document solutions industry, defines distribute-and-print as “electronically distributing a file and then physically
printing the job near the point of final delivery” (Miley, 2003).
The primary objectives of this research were:
1. to identify the current issues, challenges and trends in physical and electronic
distribution within printing companies
2. to understand the physical distribution workflow
3. to understand the impact of electronic distribution (distribute-and-print model)
and print-on-demand (POD) on traditional print distribution operations
4. to provide focused research on distribution in the printing industry which
would help add to the dearth in the literature on this topic.
The research sample consisted of 16 U.S. printing companies. At least one management
level executive was interviewed from each company. A quasi-stratified random sampling
method was utilized to select the companies for the study. The interviews included 17
questions that focused on:
1. distribution terminology
2. distribution workflow
3. physical distribution
4. electronic distribution
5. the impact of environmental and economic factors on distribution
6. employment and communication issues
7. future directions
8. comments.
Media Distribution in the Printing Industry



Executive Summary
Analysis of the research revealed the following key findings which are summarized into
three areas:
1. Current issues, challenges and trends in distribution
•

Storage and warehousing. Space is a major concern for work in progress,
storage of raw materials, finished goods and overruns.

•

Profitability. Often a company’s cash flow is stifled because payment for
print jobs is not received from the customer until the product is shipped
and received.

•

Customer information flow. Frequently customers do not provide the
shipping requirements when the print order is placed, thus forcing the
printer to hold finished goods after printing and finishing are completed.

•

Fuel surcharges. With the recent substantial increases in fuel prices, most
of the participants indicated that their shipping costs have increased 10–
15% due to a surcharge from transporters. In some cases these costs cannot
be passed on to the customer.

•

Postage. Increased postal costs will force customers to rethink print quantities which in turn will impact the amount of print that is physically distributed to specified destinations.

•

Trucking. A future trend that could impact delivery of printed materials is
the declining number of truck drivers.

2. Physical distribution workflow process
•

Research data seems to indicate that the workflow process in printing
companies is an understood process with standardized procedures. But the
specialized nature of customer requests makes it challenging to utilize a
single workflow procedure for all distribution of print.

•

A common issue cited from the participants was lack of automation which
results in problems with inventory management and increased costs. Other
issues cited were: request for distribution of partial shipments, request for
faster turnaround times, local distribution competition, and staffing.

3. Impact of e-distribution and print-on-demand on physical distribution
•

E-distribution. The survey participants reported that electronic distribution
has not greatly impacted their distribution operations.

•

Print-on-demand (POD) has had a minimal impact on the traditional
printer’s distribution operations. At the time of this research, most participants did not offer POD services. Therefore, very few have lost any printing
business as a result.

As no research is exhaustive, significant opportunities remain for further research projects within various aspects of this study and in other related areas. Two specific areas
include understanding where e-distribution fits into the printing industry and the
impact of offshoring on physical distribution operations.
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Introduction

Introduction
The printing and publishing industry is one of the top five U.S. industries in terms of
number of individual establishments and number of employees (Wilson & Gentile,
2002).
The North American printing industry is an increasingly complex combination of
various printing processes, product niches, and valued-added ancillary services.
Further, the industry is in a state of constant evolution from changes in advertising and print demand, print technology, customer demographics, and other factors.
(Davis, 2005)
The changes to the industry are both cyclical and structural. Cyclical change refers to
upward and downward trends in the economy, such as ad spending, paper prices and
interest rates. Structural change is a direct result of the changes in the ways people
communicate and the role of print in that communication. Some structural changes
include electronic alternatives to print, variable data printing (VDP) technology, and
mergers and acquisitions (NAPL, 2004b).
Over the past few years the number of U.S. printing plants has fallen from almost 53,000
in 1994 to less than 35,000 today—a decline of over 8,000 companies (15%). Over the
next 10 years this number is expected to decline by another 4,000 firms (Davis, 2005).
One reason for this is that the number of individual firms has changed in the last decade
as mergers and acquisitions have increased, putting a greater number of smaller firms
under the umbrella of larger organizations.
Nonetheless, with all of its changes, this industry encompasses all phases of the graphic
communication processes from origination of the idea (design, layout, and typography) through reproduction, finishing and distribution of printed products or electronic
transmissions (Wilson & Gentile, 2002).

Distribution
Distribution of printed materials involves the movement of product from production to
an internal (e.g., warehouse) or external (e.g., customer) location. Key issues in distribution include cost, materials handling, storage, and safety (Cummings & Chhita, 2004b).

Overview
Offering mailing, warehousing and distribution has become advantageous for printers.
Cagle (2003) states that today mailing capabilities may seem like a value-added bonus
service, but in the near future, those companies that have not committed to this discipline will find themselves in the minority. Heller, et al. (2003) suggest that mailing has
never been more important than it is today. Due to considerable advances in technology, such as digital printing and VDP, it has become much easier to get a printed and
addressed piece to a customer.
Media Distribution in the Printing Industry



Distribution
As a result of printers offering distribution services, some have been able to save clients
money on postage. CRW Graphics’ president Mark Weisis emphasized that printers
have a big advantage over mail shops. “At a mail shop, whatever a printer produces they
have to mail.” However, if the print services provider also handles mailing, the resulting
increase in the provider’s ability to accommodate changes and detect errors will have a
huge impact on cost (Printing Impressions Staff, 2005).
The term “distribution” is used by many industries. Wal-Mart often comes to mind
when the term is mentioned. Distribution of printed materials in some cases is similar to the distribution of consumer products. In a simplified workflow, a printer manufactures the product and delivers it either directly to the customer, to a mail house, to a
distribution center, or to the end-user of the product. In the consumer world (e.g. WalMart), distribution centers usually ship products to a large number of outlets. Wal-Mart
has the most sophisticated distribution system among all retailers in the world, and the
heart of its distribution system is its distribution center (Stone, 1991; The Hometown
Advantage, 2003).
According to the NAPL 2004-2005 State of the Industry Report (2004), 2004 was considered a good year for print shipments. Print shipments experienced their strongest
rebound in five years, according to PIA/GATF figures, and overall shipments in 2004
increased 2.8% from 2003. This rebound can be attributed to a strong economic growth
in the U.S. and stable postage rates (AP Staff, 2005).

Issues and Challenges
Although the subject of distribution of print is not one of the most highly published
topics found in printing industry literature, it is not without its issues and challenges.
Two key issues and challenges today are the continued need for postal reform, and
rising fuel costs, which in turn increase shipping costs.

Postal Reform
PIA/GATF estimates that about 45% of print volume ends up in the mail (Cagle, 2005).
This amounts to about $72 billion in annual printing shipments delivered through the
U.S. Postal Service (USPS). It does not have a tracking system except in the case of mass
mailings, which makes it a less attractive option when shipping materials that need
guaranteed delivery. Nonetheless, the USPS is the most common method of sending
items such as direct mail, catalog materials and business mail (Hardesty, 2002).
The proposed 5.4% increase to the postal rate which will take effect in 2006 could have
a significant impact on the printing industry. Without postal reform, future USPS
increases could become annual events, prompting major advertisers (the printer’s
customers) to find cheaper alternatives for delivering their messages. “At some point, this
unbelievable escalation of rates is going to have an effect on mail volume” (Cagle, 2005).
Under reform conditions, the USPS would not be able to increase rates at a level higher
than the consumer price index (CPI). Also under reform conditions, participating industry leaders are asking for an expanded use of work-sharing, in which printers would
handle some degree of sorting and distribution for the USPS, in exchange for reduced
postal rates.
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Distribution
In print distribution, postage frequently exceeds all print-related manufacturing costs
combined, and it appears that this trend will continue (Banta Corporation, 2005).

Shipping Costs
“In the trucking industry, fuel represents one of the largest operating expenses, roughly
10% to 20% of the cost of doing business,” says Tavio Headley, staff economist for the
American Trucking Association, based in the Washington, D.C., area. United Parcel
Service (UPS) store owner Ed Pittman says that “customers can expect to pay higher
shipping prices as fuel prices keep escalating” (Wegner, 2005).

Physical Distribution of Information
The traditional print workflow encompassed processes from prepress through physical
distribution of product. With few exceptions, the entire print run is produced at a single
location. Following print and binding, printed materials can be entered directly into one
or several distribution channels. Product could be delivered to end user, warehoused for
later distribution or entered directly into the postal stream. This traditional workflow
(Figure 1) is known as print-and-distribute (Lamparter, 1998; Cost, 2005).

Electronic Distribution of Information
A new workflow reverses the traditional steps (print-and-distribute) and distributes a
job in electronic format to a remotely-located print site for reproduction. This workflow has been described as “print’s great paradigm shift” or distribute-and-print. CAP
Ventures, a market research and strategic consulting firm for the digital imaging and
document solutions industry, defines “distribute and print” as electronically distributing
a file and then physically printing a job near the point of final delivery (Miley, 2003).
Electronic distribution of information (see Figure 2) happens when a job is printed at
single or multiple sites remotely located from the file preparation facility. This workflow originated with the newspaper industry as part of its satellite printing plant developments in the 1960s and 1970s (Lamparter, 1998). With this model, customers electronically distribute files through the Internet to various remote locations, to be printed

Electronic File

Plate Making

Printing and Binding

End User or Reader

Distribution Channel

Figure 1. Physical distribution of information
Media Distribution in the Printing Industry



Distribution

Distribute
Electronic File

File Prep or
Plate Making

(to remote locations)

Local Distribution
(if printed by printer)

Printing and
Binding

By Print Serivces
Provider

By End User
or Reader

Figure 2. Electronic distribution of information

either by the user or by a print services provider, saving delivery time as well as traditional shipping and handling costs. The primary problem with electronic distribution
in its early days was the business model. Management challenges included consistent
pricing, scheduling, job tracking, billing, and bill collection. The keys to a successful
distribute-and-print model are device connectivity and compatibility of file formats. The
model has demonstrated value to some users, therefore the latest hardware and software
being released are designed to support its functionality (Clinkunbroomer, 2003).
In the book Digital Basics (2001), published by Mohawk Digital Papers, Frank Romano
emphasizes that the main advantage of electronic distribution is to save the time and
expense of shipping printed materials around the country or the world. He also states
that digital printing allows publications to be electronically distributed to a number of
different digital printers. The files can be ripped, printed and distributed locally.

Distribution as a Value-Added Service
An increasing number of companies have remodeled their strategies, adopting valueadded services in order to address the growth and profitability crisis that is plaguing the
industry. Concentration on value-added services has increased intensely over the years
as the U.S. endured its worst recession in over two decades. As the industry consolidates
further and continues to shrink, only those companies that are able to distinguish themselves and satisfy unique customer needs will be able to succeed (Dodd & Lavelle, 2004).
According to NAPL, the only way in which printers can combat current challenges and
remain competitive is by offering diversified services (NAPL, 2004b).
Value-added services can be defined as those services that offer customers a “one-stopshop” solution that increases the value of the product offered, by promoting efficiency
and reducing customer costs (Cummings & Chhita, 2004b). On the other hand, Dodd
and Lavelle (2004) define value-added services as any non-print, graphic communications-related service. According to Alexander (2003), service diversification can occur
before the print run (such as design and photography), after the print run (such as
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Research Objectives and Methodology
fulfillment, mailing services, document management and CD services), or as overall
enhancements (such as variable data, web services and facilities management).
In addition to value-added product benefits, opportunities can be found in services such
as training, delivery, and distribution. In combination, there is tremendous value that
can be offered at these workflow points (Davis & Meyer, 1998).

Summary
In the print distribution process, some products leave the plant in final form and take
a direct route through the postal system to the consumer, while others are routed to
manufacturing facilities where they are combined with additional product components
and shipped through a private distribution system. Whichever process is used, critical
timing and coordination issues arise from the communication function of printed products. Most products that do not travel directly through the mail to the end user are part
of an input supply chain. As such, the manufacturers of those products have the opportunity to also manage the supply chain on behalf of their customers. Distribution is a
core competency of large multinational printing companies, requiring the ability to get a
final product from the manufacturing plant to the end user through the major channels
in the most timely and cost-effective way possible (Cost, 2005).

Research Objectives and Methodology
Objectives
During the secondary research process of the Industry Trends in Fulfillment, Finishing
and Distribution (Cummings & Chhita, 2004b) research project, it was discovered that
limited information had been published on the topic of distribution workflow within
the printing environment. In most cases, the subject of distribution was linked with
finishing and was not discussed as a separate function. Thus, the researchers were not
able to ascertain current industry trends relative to distribution in the printing industry.
To rectify this situation, the objectives of this research are:
1. to identify the current issues, challenges and trends in physical (internal and
external) and electronic distribution within printing companies
2. to understand the distribution workflow
3. to understand the impact of electronic distribution (distribute-and-print
model) and print-on-demand (POD) on traditional print distribution
workflows
4. to provide focused research on distribution in the printing industry which
would help add to the dearth in the literature on this topic.

Media Distribution in the Printing Industry



Research Objectives and Methodology

Methodology
In this exploratory research project, the following methods were used to achieve the
defined research objectives:
1. An in-depth secondary research study was conducted in order to provide a
foundation for the study.
2. Based on the preliminary literature search and discussions with several key print
professionals, a series of questions were developed as a basis for in-depth interviews with printing companies. The questions (see Appendix A) were focused in
the following areas:
1) distribution terminology,
2) distribution workflow,
3) physical distribution,
4) electronic distribution,
5) the impact of environmental and economic factors on distribution,
6) employment and communication issues,
7) future directions, and
8) comments.
3. The list of questions was administered via in-depth interviews with industry
professionals at 16 printing companies that were known to provide distribution
services. The interviews were held with several senior level printing executives
(see Table 1).

Sample
A total of 16 printing companies who offer distribution services participated in this
research. Participants were asked 17 questions pertaining to distribution trends and
workflow challenges within their companies and within the printing industry as a whole.
For confidentiality purposes, company names and any information that would indicate
their identities are not disclosed in this report. Each company was assigned a random
number. The participating companies were selected using a quasi-stratified random
sampling pattern. Stratified random sampling procedures are used to ensure subgroups
within a population are adequately represented in the sample (Granziano & Raulin,
2004). Market segmentation for participating companies include commercial printers,
label/packaging printers, large-format printers, book/magazine publishers, full service
digital printers, and in-plant quick print shops. The researchers are confident that the
selected companies are representative of printing companies in the U.S. printing industry.
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Research Objectives and Methodology
Table 1. Number of locations and interviewee job titles
Type of Printer

Number of
Locations

	1

Traditional

1

Operations Manager

2

Traditional

1

VP of Manufacturing

3

Traditional

3

Bindery Technical Manager

	4

Both

6

Vice President, Global Distribution/Mailing

5

Both

1

Account Executive

Digital

1

President & CEO

7

Both

1

CEO

8

Both

2

Vice President of Operations

9

Traditional

1

Production Manager

10

Traditional

2

VP of Manufacturing

11

Traditional

4

Chief Operating Officer

12

Traditional

1

President

13

Both

3

Shipping Manager

14

Both

1

President and General Manager

15

Digital

1

President

16

Both

2

Production Manager

Company

	6

Interviewee Job Title

Demographic Profile
Demographic information relating to the size of the participating companies includes
annual sales, number of plant locations, and number of employees.
Annual Sales
Figure 3 shows the distribution of companies and their annual sales. Participating firms
fall into the following four categories of revenue:
•

Less than $10 M

•

$10 – 49M

•

$50 – 99 M

•

$100 – 500M.

Number of Company Locations
The interviewees were all in managerial level positions, and the number of plant locations ranged from one to six (Table 1). Some participating companies had two or more
plants within the same city, while others were dispersed throughout the U.S. Seven of
the firms use only traditional (offset) printing equipment, two use exclusively digital
printing equipment, and the other seven use both technologies.

Media Distribution in the Printing Industry
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9

Annu

8

Number of Companies

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Less than $10M

$10−49M

$50−99M
Annual Sales

$100−500M

Figure 3. Annual sales range

Number of Employees
The number of employees at the plants where the interviews took place ranges from 9
to 1200 people. The total number of employees in the combined plants of the participating companies ranges from 9 to over 3,000 people per company, and the number of
employees in the distribution departments ranges from 4 to 88 people. This information
is outlined in Tables 2 and 3.
Job Title/Position in Distribution Department
The participants listed the following job titles as positions in their companies’ distribution departments:

12

•

assistant manager

•

building coordinator for shipping

•

dispatcher

•

distribution planner and planner supervisor

•

distribution/traffic/logistics manager

•

finishing operator

•

general worker

•

inspection operator

•

inventory control specialist

•

mail analyst and mail coordinator

•

materials handler

Cummings & LeMaire (PICRM-2005-03)

Research Objectives and Methodology
Table 2. Total number of employees working for the
participating companies (at all plant locations)
Number of Employees at All Locations
of the Participating Companies

Number of
Companies

1,000 – 5,000

1

999 – 500

2

499 – 100

4

99 – 50

5

49 – 10

2

Less than 10

2

Total Companies

16

Table 3. Number of employees at the interview location
and in its distribution department
Company

Number of Employees
at Interview Location

Number of Employees in
Distribution Department

1

102

6

2

750

6

3

1200

88

4

500 – 600

40

5

130

4

6

30

4

7

92

9

8

250 – 2759

9

9

65

10

10

74

2

11

255

11

12

9

Everyone helps

13

70

4

14

56

7

15

12

Everyone helps

16

9

Everyone helps

Media Distribution in the Printing Industry
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•

MIS system personnel

•

packer/pick-and-pack personnel

•

quality assurance supervisor

•

receiver

•

shipping and receiving personnel

•

shipping/distribution supervisor

•

systems administrator

•

team leader

•

transportation coordinator

•

truck driver

•

warehouse employees.

Limitations of the Study
As with any research, this study was subjected to a number of limitations, including:

14

•

Terminology. Since there is limited research on the distribution of printed
goods, the researchers used terminology in the interviews that was common to
their base of knowledge. Thus, the term “distribution” may have not been clearly
understood by all participants.

•

Sample size. There are over 35,000 functional printing companies in existence
(Davis, 2005). In order to have a representative viewpoint from this population a
quasi-stratified random sampling method was used to select 16 printing companies. With such a large population to select from it is difficult to say whether the
random sampling method used provided a true representative sample.

•

Survey
–

Length. The survey consisted of 17 questions that addressed the objectives of the research. It is difficult to know whether the length of the survey
impacted the results.

–

Method of administration. Fourteen interviews were conducted in person
and two via phone. Both interviewers were present for eight of the interviews,
and the remaining eight were done with a single interviewer. This variability
in administration would suggest that there could be bias; there is no way to
determine whether the interviewee(s) interpreted the questions uniformly.

–

Direction of the interview. Since the questions were open-ended, participants were allowed a free flow of dialogue which sometimes made it difficult to bring them back to a missed component of a question. This resulted
in some questions not being answered.

Cummings & LeMaire (PICRM-2005-03)
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Results of the Study
A. Overview of Distribution
1. Definition of Distribution
Participants were asked to provide a definition of distribution in the printing industry. Comments varied. The following composite definition was developed from all
responses. A listing of individual responses can be found in Appendix B.
Distribution is: the movement of finished printed materials from a printing plant to:
1) an internal storage location,
2) the customer,
3) a distribution center, or
4) the end user.
It is a customer service offering that starts when the job is scheduled. Efficient
distribution involves the use of market expertise to negotiate freight rate and logistics services, routing, and overall compilation or management and organization of
products and distribution. Other aspects of distribution include warehousing, shipping, inventory management, fulfillment and kit packing.
The above definition focuses on the physical distribution of printed information.
Electronic distribution is discussed later in this report.

2. Distribution as a Value-Added Service
Fourteen of the interviewees indicated that distribution was viewed as a value-added
service in their companies. The exceptions were with Company #2 where this question was not asked, and Company #9 where distribution is not viewed as a value-added
service, but rather “just a service we offer.” While there were several comments regarding this question (see Appendix B) the primary reasons given as to why distribution is
seen as a value-added service were that:
•

the customer is charged for the service

•

value-added service is a service differentiator

•

distribution is part of the total customer solution.

When asked about other valued-added services offered by their firms, participants cited
the services outlined in Table 4.

3. Distribution Terminology
Eighty-seven percent (14) of the participants reported that “distribution” is not the
appropriate terminology for the internal or external movement of printed information
(see Figure 4). Thirteen percent (2) of participants report distribution is the right terminology. However, it requires an explanation as to what the process entails. Also, one
Media Distribution in the Printing Industry
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Table 4. Other value-added services offered by companies
Company

Other Value-Added Services Offered

1

Bindery, ink-jet addressing

2

N/A

3

Full-service printing, prepress, specialty handling, database, merge/purge,
fulfillment, drop shipping, co-palletization, co-mailing, small pack handling,
sub-contract trucking services for customers

4

Content management, digital management, list management, fulfillment,
expertise with USPS

5

Data mining, DAM, satellite center for USPS, CTP and PDF workflow, offset and
digital printing, in-house mailing, finishing, DMS (detached mail service), inhouse ink manufacturer

6

Short run (1 of 1), 48-hour delivery

7

Shipping, on-line fulfillment, DAM

8

On-line tracking system, kit packing and fulfillment, customized packaging,
full-service printer, prepress, inventory management, forecasting

9

Fast turnaround, quick throughput, quality, prepress

10

120-day charge versus monthly charge

11

Graphics/prepress, special substrates, vendor-managed inventory, vendor-managed orders, labels on demand, specialty paper development, free warehousing

12

Prepress, typesetting, bindery, distribution (not just shipping)

13

Packaging (e.g., shrink-wrapping), special labeling, company truckers

14

Customer service, inventory control, warehousing, shipping, real-time tracking
and reporting systems

15

Finishing, Web ordering

16

“Pick up proofs”

13%

Yes
No

87%

Figure 4. Distribution terminology:
Is Distribution the “right term”?
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Results of the Study
participant mentioned that either the term distribution or logistics could be used. The
terminology used by each company is listed in Table 5.
Some of the comments regarding this question are highlighted below:
•

Logistics includes warehousing, shipping and fulfillment.

•

Logistics requires a plan to get the product to the right person at the right time
in the right condition.

•

Fulfillment is the right terminology because that is what the customer calls it.

•

Distribution is the right term for products that are itemized and individually
packaged to be delivered to various locations.

•

When one thinks of distribution, Wal-Mart or Dell comes to mind.

•

Distribution might be the right term. “We might start using it.”

•

When the term distribution is used, warehouses and trucks come to mind.

4. Comments on Distribution and Finishing as
Two Different Departments
Interviewees were asked if the distribution and finishing functions were considered
two separate functions. Responses can be found in Table 6. Fifty percent of participants
report that distribution and finishing are two different departments.

Table 5. Distribution terminology
Company

Terminology Used

1

Distribution

2

Logistics or distribution

3

Logistics

4

Logistics

5

Warehousing and shipping

6

Fulfillment

7

Fulfillment

8

Distribution and shipping

9

Shipping

10

Warehousing and fulfillment

11

Vendor-managed inventory

12

Shipping

13

Shipping and receiving

14

Mailing and fulfillment

15

Integrated workflow

16

Fulfillment

Media Distribution in the Printing Industry
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Table 6. Comments about the functions of finishing and distribution
Company

Finishing and Distribution:
Same or Different Functions

Comments

1

Different

“The two report to the same manager, but there are
two supervisors.”

2

Different

“They are tied together. Finishing impacts distribution.”

3

No response

4

Different

“They work together as a team. Bindery hands off to
shipping.”

5

Different

“Finishing is binding & cutting, and “distribution is
packaging & distributing.”

6

No response

7

No response

8

No response

9

Same

“The two departments perform the same functions.”

10

Different

“Shipping and fulfillment are extensions of finishing.”

11

No response

12

Different

13

Different

14

No response

15

No response

16

Different

“Distribution falls into finishing,”

“They are partners.”

One of the participants reported that distribution and finishing are the same department because they perform the same function. Another participant responded that with
digital printing, distribution is no longer a tail-end process, but is part of the prepress
workflow. Seven (44%) of the participants did not give a response to this question.

B. Workflows
The participants were asked to describe their companies’ distribution workflows. Each
company provided this information in a graphical format to explain the processes
utilized in the distribution department. It was apparent that larger companies had a
much more structured and in-depth workflow, while smaller companies had a more
simplistic process.

1. Graphical Representations of Workflows
The following workflows are representations of the composite information received
from all companies on their distribution workflow. A basic distribution workflow for
smaller-sized companies is described in Figure 5 and the distribution workflow for the
larger, more sophisticated companies is described in Figure 6.
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Finished Goods

Inspect & Package
Packaging Slip

Sort

Local Delivery

Carrier

Distribution Center

Customer

Inspect

Labeling

Staging

Distribute

Customer

Distribution Center

Figure 5. Basic distribution workflow
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Finished Goods

Sort & Inspect
Shipping Request

Packaging Instructions

Packaged

Warehouse

For JIT Delivery

Distribution List
Individually Packaged

Bulk

Quality Control

Sort & Label

Destination (e.g. retail store)

Delivery

Customer Distribution Center

End Users

USPS (434 Facilities)

End Users

Printer’s Truck

Customer’s Transportation

Commercial Trucks

Follow Up

Figure 6. Sophisticated distribution workflow
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2. Standardized and Documented Workflow Processes
Participants were asked whether their workflow processes had been standardized and/or
documented. The responses to this question can be seen in Table 7.

3. Challenges With Current Distribution Workflows
There are many challenges faced by the participants of this research. The most common
challenge cited is lack of time. As the industry continues to evolve, customers are
demanding faster service and shorter run lengths. Another major challenge faced by
most participants is getting the right distribution information from customers. Many
participants reported that they have received either bad lists or missing information
from customers. Therefore, finding the right customer who is technically savvy and also
understands the printer’s workflow was indicated as a challenge for most participants.
Incorporating computer automation with its ability to electronically transfer shipping
data, perform inventory control, and reduce the manual nature of distribution was also
reported as major challenge. Other challenges include:
•

“Eliminating duplicates, eliminating mistakes and getting each print
right the first time.”

•

“Dealing with international payment structures and customs regulations.”

Table 7. Workflow processes*
Company

# Employees
(total)

# Employees in
Distribution Department

1

102

6

S only

2

750

6

No response

3

1200

88

Partially S & D

4

500 – 600

13

Partially S & D

5

130

4

S&D

6

30

4

S&D

7

92

9

No response

8

250 – 275

9

S&D

9

65

10

Partially S & D

10

74

2

No response

11

255

11

S&D

12

9

Everyone helps

13

70

4

S&D

14

56

7

Partially S & D

15

12

Everyone helps

No response

16

9

Everyone helps

S only

Workflow Process*

Partially S & D

* S = standardized, D = documented
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•

“Dealing with third parties and vendors such as truckers.”

•

“Rising postal rates.”

•

“Streamlining the workflow by the use of automation.”

•

“Changing company mentality from bulk shipment to individual shipment.”

•

“Meeting customers’ budget restrictions.”

•

“Printing large quantities, but distributing orders in smaller portions.”

•

“Regular distribution problems, such as delays and damaged goods.”

C. Physical Distribution
1. Issues and Challenges During Distribution Phases
Participants were asked what issues and/or challenges they experience during the various phases of distribution. For the purposes of this question, the distribution process
was categorized into three phases:
1) work in progress
2) finished goods
3) distribution.
A summarized response to this question can be seen in Table 8. The complete listing of
responses can be found in Appendix B.

2.Strategies to Address Issues and Challenges
that are Experienced in the Key Phases of
the Physical Distribution Process
After commenting on the issues and challenges experienced during key phases of the
physical distribution process, participants were asked about strategies that were being
employed to address these factors. A summary of responses can be seen below.
•
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Technology:
-

“automation”

-

“standardization for file formation, automated invoicing, order management, etc.”

-

“new software which will allow for integration, tracking of shipments and
email confirmation to customers”

-

“researching bar coding options to interface with on-line system”
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Table 8. Issues and challenges experienced during various distribution phases
Phase

Key Issues and Challenges
•

Storage. Need efficient storage and tracking for unfinished product due to limited space. “Movement of product between pressroom and bindery.”

•

Cash Flow. “Hurts cash flow (staffing, storage);” “No value added;
can’t bill customer;” “Difficult to have a standard cost system.”

•

Customer Information. “Delay in receipt of customer information;”; “Change in customer requirements;”; “Communication
challenges with customers.”

•

Timing and Scheduling. “Intelligent scheduling of all functions
starts with receipt of job;” “Need an integrated recovery system
where everything is bar-coded: to know where everything is.”

•

JIT. “Still printing job, but part of the order has been shipped;”
Partial works: product that is half finished. “Short runs require
company to turn over product quickly”

•

Storage and Warehousing. “10,000 sq ft can be tied up waiting
on customer input or payment.” “Staging finished goods; not
enough internal space for finished goods storage.”

•

Open Work Orders. “Waiting for instructions to come from the
customer.”

•

Postage. “Non-payment issues when customers pay their own
postage, money must be in account or government (USPS) will
freeze shipment.”

•

Cash Flow. “60-90 day ship situations result in no cash until the
shipment is made.”

•

Internal Distribution. “Damaged product and material handling.”

•

Shipping. “Transporting product to customers; Trucking from
companies when it leaves the facility.”

•

Customer Notification. “Customers want to know what day shipment will be at one of the 400+ post offices”; “Customers want
subscribers to have information before it hits the newsstand;”
“Notifying the client of delivery/shipment.”

•

Offsite Storage. “Cost of offsite storage.”

•

Fuel Surcharges. “Increase cost of fuel surcharges (10-15%) are
not all passed on to the customers.”

•

Trucking. “Availability of transportation: shortage of truck drivers
resulting in an increase in salaries, which in turn increases costs.”

Work in
Progress

Finished
Goods

Distribution
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•

•

Safety training and enforcement:
-

“establish safety committees”

-

“maintain efficient/effective employees”

Customer relationship strategy:
-

“work with customers to manage expectations”

-

“more customer follow-up”

-

“keep up with customer demand”

-

“encourage customers to use immediate shipments”

•

Offsite storage (specifically paper)

•

“Staying abreast of USPS regulations and building stronger relations with
USPS”

•

Long term trucking contracts: protection from volatility and increased rates

•

-

“Join trucking associations such as IDW (Independent Drivers Worldwide)”

-

“Work with 3rd party procedures to transport product”

Internal communication
-

•

Pre-production Planning

Lean manufacturing: incorporation of some ISO standards into operation

D. Electronic Distribution
Table 9 shows the responses from research participants when asked about the percentage of production that is distributed to customers via distribute-and-print (electronic)
methods. It can be seen from the results that only three companies distribute some or all
of their production by electronic means. Two of these companies have only digital printing equipment while one has both digital and conventional presses. Four provide electronic proofing services.

E. Impact of Environmental, Economic,
and Other Factors
The participants of this research were asked to discuss environmental and economic
factors that affect their companies’ distribution workflows. Specific focus was on the
impact of increasing fuel costs (Table 10) and print-on-demand technology (Table 11).

1. Increase In Fuel Prices and its Impact on Physical
Distribution Operation
Fifty percent of the participants reported that the increase in fuel prices has impacted
their physical distribution operations. The other 50% have not witnessed a direct impact
mainly because the cost of shipping/distribution is passed on to customers. Most of the
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Table 9. Use of electronic distribution

Company

Type of Printer

% Production Distributed By
Distribute-and-Print Methods

Electronic
Proofing
Service
Provided?

1

Traditional

0

2

Traditional

0

3

Traditional

0

4

Both

12 customers (% unknown)

5

Both

0

6

Digital

7

Both

5

8

Both

0

9

Traditional

0

10

Traditional

0

Yes

11

Traditional

0

Yes

12

Traditional

0

13

Both

0

14

Both

0

15

Digital

16

Both

Comments

Yes
Digital publishing
division
Yes

100
Sees as a future trend

None at this location;
possible at the other
company site

10 – 15
0

participants who have been impacted have had to absorb surcharges because they either
offer fixed rates for distribution or they charge a premium price for production and
don’t charge for distribution. Nonetheless, most participants have noticed an increase
in either in-house truck expenses or trucking companies’ expenses. One participant
serves the local community exclusively, and therefore has lower distribution costs. Some
participants mentioned that the increase in fuel prices puts pressure on customers to
reduce the quantity of print or to print on lighter stocks. Other participants mentioned
that sometimes the cost of distribution is more expensive than the cost of print itself,
and therefore they take the necessary actions to reduce costs even if it means using a van
as opposed to a truck. Other companies bundle local and national deliveries and take
advantage of negotiated contract pricing with trucking companies.

2. Print-on-Demand’s Impact on Physical Distribution Operations
Participants of the research gave the responses shown in Table 11 when asked about the
impact of print-on-demand on their physical operations.
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Table 10. Impact of rising fuel prices on physical distribution
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Company

Impacted By
Rising Fuel
Prices?

1

Yes

“Company has to absorb cost if surcharge is not estimated correctly.”

2

Yes

“Puts pressure on clients to reduce quantity or print on
lighter stocks.”

3

No

“Increase in cost is passed on to the customer.”

4

Yes

“Company absorbs some of the cost (approx. 10-15%).”

5

No

“An increase in freight cost, however cost is passed on
to customer.”

6

No

“Has increased shipping cost, however cost is passed
on to customer.”

7

No

“Increase in cost is passed on to the customer.”

8

Yes

“Though cost is passed on to customers, customers
come back and ask for better ways to ship.”

9

Yes

“Resulted in an increase in distribution cost, however
cost is passed on to customers.”

10

Yes

“Company absorbs the cost of distribution because
clients are already paying a premium.”

11

Yes

“Surcharges come back to the company because customers are charged a fixed rate.”

12

No

“Customers pay for shipping.”

13

No

“Company bills % higher than the cost of distribution.”

14

Yes

“In-house truck expenses have increased.”

15

No

No comment.

16

No

“Company does very little delivery.”

Comments
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Table 11. Companies’ use of print-on-demand
Company

Comments

1

“Company does not offer POD and has not lost jobs to POD.”

2

“POD is not feasible in the catalog market. Company outsources any
personalized pieces.”

3

“Company doesn’t offer POD but has witnessed smaller quantities, and
more specialty jobs.”

4

“Company has lost business because of POD, and therefore purchased
an iGen3. It is now looking at different strategies to grow the digital
component.”

5

“Shorter runs require more people in warehouse and shipping to
manage and mail smaller jobs.”

6

“No inventories at the plant.”

7

“POD is time-sensitive. It imposes time restrictions on distribution
operations.”

8

“Less time, more variations.”

9

“Created a niche market (small to medium high quality labels).”

10

“Company doesn’t currently offer POD but is reducing costs to compete with on-demand market.”

11

”Company does not offer POD because customers haven’t demanded
it. Occasionally company prints short runs for customers as a favor.”

12

“Company does not offer POD and yes, has lost business because of
that.”

13

“Strict timeline, faster delivery, employees stay late.”

14

“Enhanced workflow process, more end-user distribution, more
expensive, requires more management, distribute to various locations.”

15

“Doing more POD, distributing more materials.”

16

“Don’t offer POD in that location yet, but just received an iGen3.”
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Table 12. Other issues and challenges in distribution
Company

Response

1

“Increased postal expense results in reduced quantities, less number of
pages, lighter stock and reduction in revenue.”

2

N/A

3

“Automation and the application of new technology.”

4

“Increased postal rates and off-shoring of print.”

5

N/A

6

“Integrating the company’s shipping interface with company’s database.”

7

“This is a competitive business and it is necessary to use the latest and
the greatest technology.”

8

“Gaining experience, acquiring knowledge, and learning from customers mistakes.”

9

“Inventory control.”

10

“Qualified personnel and increasing postal rates.”

11

“Contracts come with price decrease, the Wal-Mart effect, and cost
control.”

12

“More fulfillment services demanded by customers, who have a ’onestop-shop’ mentality.”

13

“Occasional returns, maintenance, and quality control.”

14

“Space, controlling labor costs, increasing postal rates.”

15

“Increased postal costs, synergy between web and print.”

16

N/A

3. Other Issues and Challenges
Survey participants were asked to discuss any other distribution issues and challenges
experienced by their companies or the industry as a whole. These responses are summarized in Table 12.

F. Employment and Communication Issues
in Distribution
1. Employment Issues in the Distribution Department
Four of the 16 companies interviewed indicated that there were no significant employee
issues. A summation of the major employment issues are listed below. A listing of all
comments can be found in Appendix B.
•
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Employee acquisition and retention. It has become increasingly more difficult
to find experienced employees with the necessary skill sets. Employee mindsets
are a factor and not all employees can multi-task. Employees that understand
the inventory control process are needed as well as those that can handle the
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manual requirements, and are also computer-literate. There are also issues with
temporary employees and student employees, who have a high turnover rate.
•

Training. On-going training is required. The cost of training must be built
into the cost of doing business. Additionally, cross-training and job enrichment
are essential.

•

Unions. In many printing companies shipping employees belong to a union,
which can hamper management’s ability to implement disciplinary actions or
require needed training or skill set enhancements.

2. Communication Issues
The participants were asked to describe the communication flow within their companies, specifically, communication throughout the company, in the distribution department, and between the distribution department and other departments. Few communication issues were cited. A summary of responses can be seen in Table 13.

G. Future Direction and Trends
Prior to the general comments portion of the interview, the participants were asked to
discuss their insights concerning the trends that would occur in the distribution process
over the next several years. The responses apply to their companies as well as the industry as a whole. A summary of responses is given below. A complete listing of responses
can be found in Appendix B.

1. Key Directions and Trends in Distribution
•

“Customers will rely on printers to do distribution for them. Immediacy on
feedback and economies of scale will drive the market.”

•

“Increased margins and increased freight cost.”

•

“Distribution will be managed to make money.”

•

“Trend toward Wal-Mart distribution model.”

•

“Distribution bubble will be impacted by the USPS if post office it starts to do
more sorting.”

•

“More competition between carriers (e.g., UPS, FedEx, DHL), and more competition between truckers.”

•

“Smaller pallets, more breakups of regions. More co-pallitization and co-mailing.”

•

“More electronic flow of information, more distribute-and-print, and less
personal communication.”

•

“More print-on-demand for out-of-date books, books by new authors, mediumand low-quantity orders.”

•

“Transfer of information will continue to improve.”

•

“Increased fulfillment kitting and assembly; an opportunity for digital printing.”

•

“Offshoring will have an impact.”
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Table 13. Flow of information within each company
Company # Employees

30

Communication Description

1

102

“There are some issues across the board. Communication is disjointed
and as a result there is too much hand inputting, and some information is lost. Subject to human errors and always looking for information. Outdated information is a problem.”

2

750

“Electronic: communication process is documented. MIS system with
CSR access.” “Human communication: strong, customer focused,
team focus. Leadership is key.”

3

1200

“Very good communication between plants and corporate. Harder to
communicate with entities outside the organization. Our logistics services address all customer issues. There is a rep in each plant. Co-located distribution with hub planning and customer resource representative. A POD concept: everyone knows what everyone else is doing.”

4

500 – 600

“Everyone is pleased and aware of what’s going on in the company
via Intranet and company newsletter. Good communication companywide and within distribution department.”

5

130

“Good flow of communication. On a scale of 1–10 we rank 6 or 7.
Distribution department has good communications. However, intra
departments don’t always get along.”

6

30

“No time for communication errors. Company gets 1000 orders per
day, has to manage all of that, produce and get it out with 24–48 hrs.”

7

92

“Good flow of communication.”
Some communication issues:
• the English language
• Email, voicemail and other impersonal communications result in
		 lost messages
• managers are encouraged to walk the floor and have face-to		 face communications

8

250 – 275

9

65

“Good communication overall and between CSRs and shipping
departments.”

10

74

“Good company-wide communication. The 2004 customer survey rating on communication was 4.1 out of 5. Open door policy and procedures documented in company handbook.”

11

255

“Communication difficult because of the manual nature of the job.
Communication from customers is also a challenge.”

12

9

“Good flow of communication. Employees are cross-trained. Communication for distribution more fluid than before because of the ability
to track packages.”

13

70

“Good flow of communication. In distribution department: with rushed
jobs, they don’t really have a chance to look at the job.”

14

56

“Company has a core group of people that lead R&D, therefore we
are well informed. Getting information out to the rest of the group is
somewhat a challenge for the company.”

15

12

“Good company-wide communication. Largely helped by
automation.”

16

9

“Good flow of communication since company is so small.”
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2. Growth Opportunities in Distribution
The participants were asked to give an assessment of growth opportunities in the area of
distribution workflow for their companies and the industry at large. A summary of their
responses is listed below. A complete listing of responses can be found in Appendix B.
•

“Incorporating more efficiencies [will probably benefit smaller printers, larger
printers are already efficient]. Distribution should be a differentiator.
Cost savings.”

•

“Help evolve the USPS vision of a streamlined network, mail effectively (fewer
returns), and better usage of equipment.”

•

“More targeted communication; not just a printer, but a
communications company.”

•

“Partner with/build alliances with customers and suppliers.”

•

“Opportunities for growth with global and niche markets.”

•

“Consolidation yields opportunities for small companies to become
full-service providers.”

•

“Work with customers that have trucking capabilities to reduce costs.”

•

Warehousing: “We started with 2,000 sq. ft. and have grown to 25,000 sq. ft.”
“Offering full service to the customer.”

•

“Strengthen competitive position.”

•

“Variable data printing will cause growth, change how print is manufactured,
cut down cycle time.”

H. Other Comments
The participants were asked to offer recommendations for ways that companies can
improve their distribution operations. A summary of their responses is listed below. A
complete listing of responses can be found in the Appendix B .
•

“Observe and learn from successful companies because they are doing something right.”

•

“Become automated and implement an MIS system, JDF, and prepress workflow.”

•

“Need to implement some standards in terms of electronic data transfer.”

•

“Need to invest in electronic tracking and tracing technologies in order to
keep track of the flow of materials throughout the manufacturing and distribution processes.”

•

“Become active in industry organizations (Idea Alliance, postal organizations,
packaging organizations, purchasing organizations etc.), because customers are
relying on you to be their eyes and ears.”
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•

“Look for new techniques and implement them; e-commerce and print management systems are key.”

•

“Find the right customers, educate them, build strong relationships with then,
and find reliable means to get their products to them.”

•

“Always have a 3–5year plan for your company, incorporate what you learn
from trade organizations, and ask what is next.”

•

“Distribution influences the entire workflow, so get the job done and do it right
the first time.”

Participants were asked what key things the researcher should know about distribution
in printing. They replied:
•

“The printed product doesn’t have value until it is in the hands of either the
customer or the end-user. Also, holding finished goods can put a hold on the
printer’s cash flow because the printer only gets paid once the job is delivered.”

•

“Distribution is the most critical point of the workflow. It entails more than
shipping a product to a customer. There’s no one way to define distribution; the
scope of distribution is defined by the customer’s needs.”

•

“Be aware of the real cost and hidden costs to producing a printed product such
as a book (production, storage, shipping, channel partners and more), and also
be knowledgeable about the supply chain.”

•

“The industry is changing and people have to adapt to change. Thriving companies are more customer-friendly. Build alliances with partners who have storage
and look for employees who can multitask.”

•

“Print-on-demand brings about more stress on the distribution department.”

•

“Distribution is not a differentiator for printing companies because barriers to
entry are low.”

Summary of Findings
The primary objectives of this research were:
1. to identify the current issues, challenges and trends in physical (internal and
external) and electronic distribution within printing companies
2. to understand the distribution workflow
3. to understand the impact of electronic distribution (distribute-and-print) and
print-on- demand (POD) on traditional print distribution operations.
The following discussion provides a comparison of the research findings to the defined
research objectives. Several other key findings emerged from this research, which will
provide a significant foundation upon which to build an agenda for further research.
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A. Current Issues and Challenges
In order to gain insights into the current issues, challenges and trends associated with
the distribution of printed products, 16 in-depth interviews were conducted in commercial and digital printing companies. The interviews revealed several distribution issues,
challenges and trends. With so many issues discussed, the researchers decided to focus
on the challenges and trends that were discussed by the majority of participants. There
was no correlation between company size or the structure of the distribution operation
and the issues, challenges and trends identified. Issues and challenges are listed below
and the current and future trends are illustrated in a separate listing in Section B.
1. Storage and warehousing. Space is a major concern for work in progress, storage of raw materials, finished goods and overruns. Most printers work with
a JIT (just-in-time) model to avoid having to hold materials for customers.
Some of those who find themselves having to store product either do so offsite
or have established a finished goods storage area within the production operation. Those who don’t have adequate space have problems with safety, inventory
management, and damaged products. Many printers cannot take on the burden
of offsite storage costs.
2. Profitability. The company’s cash flow is stifled because payment for print
jobs is not received from customers until products are shipped and received.
Additionally, many printers do not charge for storage of finished goods, and
payment requirements can have anywhere from a 30–120 day window.
3. Customer information flow. This was a major concern voiced by almost every
participant. Frequently customers do not provide shipping requirements when
the print order is placed, thus forcing the printer to hold finished goods once
printing and finishing is complete.
4. Fuel surcharges. With the recent substantial increases in fuel prices, most of
the participants indicated that their shipping costs have been increased 10–
15% due to a surcharge from transporters. In some cases these costs cannot be
passed on to the customer. Fuel prices have impacted many industries including the printing industry that depends on it. Some trucking companies have
been forced to increase their prices while others “have simply parked their rigs”
(Temple, 2005).
5. Postage. Increased postal costs will force customers to rethink print quantities,
which in turn impacts the amount of print that is shipped.
6. Trucking. A future trend that will impact the delivery of printed materials is
the shortage of truck drivers. “The long-haul trucking industry is facing a critical shortage of 20,000 drivers, according to the American Trucking Associations
(ATA).” This is expected to get worse. By 2014, the industry group predicts, “the
shortage may increase to 111,000 if this trend continues.” (Willis, 2005) Factors
contributing to the shortage include the retirement of older drivers and the
preference of younger replacements to spend time at home with their families.
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7. Automation. Automation in distribution is minimal. This results in too much
human contact with product, which in turn can result in costly mistakes. More
computerization is needed.
8. Customer service. Customers continually want printers to take on more
responsibility. One area is customer notification of shipments. As one participant stated, “Customers want to know what day the shipment will be at any one
of the 400+ area post offices.” Additionally, customers want to be notified that
shipments are en route.
9. Timing and scheduling. There are difficulties with scheduling shipments due
to special requests from customers for immediate turnaround and partial shipments. Another problematic trend is the increase of shipment changes from
customers and the lack of information that causes these changes.
10. Employment. It is becoming increasingly difficult to find and retain qualified
employees. Experienced employees having the right skill sets and the ability
to multi-task are essential to the continued growth and success of
printing companies.

B. Current and Future Trends
As the printing industry continues to change, the participants in our research group
anticipate the following top ten trends in their distribution operations.
1. Advancement in technology. Most of our participants indicated the development of better tracking and inventory management devices as a current trend
in the industry. The manual nature of distribution tasks is time-intensive and
sometimes results in human errors that ultimately affect the cost of distribution.
The trend in continuous development of technological devices is expected to
alleviate the manual nature of distribution.
2. Offsite storage. Participants see a trend in offsite storage. Storage space is a challenge for most printers, so more of them are looking at offsite storage options.
3. Customer relationships. Participants see a trend of becoming more involved
in the customers’ businesses, especially in today’s competitive environment.
A strong relationship with customers and an ability to satisfy their needs and
wants brings with it a competitive advantage that can differentiate one printer
from another.
4. Electronic flow of information. Participants are moving toward a more electronic flow of information.
5. Print-on-demand. As the technology for digital printing equipment continues
to improve and the cost of digital print decreases, our research participants see a
trend toward more print-on-demand.
6. Rising postal rates and fuel and freight costs. The continuous increase of
postal rates, fuel costs, and freight costs is a current trend that participants
expect will continue. This trend has impacted the cost of distribution, although
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some of our participants are not affected directly because they pass on the cost
of distribution to customers.
7. Distribution as a profit center. In the past, many printers did not see distribution as a profit center. However, this trend is changing.
8. Partnerships with the postal service. More customers want printers to handle
distribution. Therefore more printers are partnering with USPS to establish
onsite post offices or delivery centers.
9. Variable data printing. Participants see variable data printing and targeted
communication as current trends that will continue to grow.
10. Offshoring. Some of our survey participants see offshoring as a current trend.
The global economy is impacting the distribution of print for some of our
research participants. One of the survey participants, a textile packaging printer,
indicated that over 90% of all product produced by the company had to be
shipped to the customers’ manufacturing plants in China. Situations like this
impact the cost of distribution and can be a logistics challenge.

C. Distribution Workflow
Though each participating company’s distribution workflow is different, all companies
go through the process illustrated in Figure 7. Distribution generally starts with finished
printed materials. Following binding and/or other finishing operations, these materials are packaged for distribution or warehousing for just-in-time delivery. The packaged
goods are physically moved to a staging or shipping preparation area to be picked up by a
delivery carrier or to be delivered by the company. The goods are then transported to the
customer’s specified destination. Lastly, the customer service representative or the account
executive in charge of the project places a follow-up call to confirm shipment or delivery.

Packaging

Distribution

Staging

Finished Goods

Shipping/Delivery

Follow Up

Figure 7. Summary of distribution workflow
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Standardization of the Physical Distribution Workflow
Forty-two percent (5) of the 12 participants that responded to this question have a standardized and documented distribution workflow process. Another 17% (2) have a standardized workflow, but not formally documented. Five of the participants indicated that
they have a partially standardized and documented process. Four of the participants did
not respond to this question.
There is no apparent correlation between standardized and documented processes and
company size. In fact, two of the companies that stated they had both a standardized
and documented process employ less than 100 people. Three of these companies had the
fewest number of employees in the distribution department.
All of the companies that responded to this question had a workflow that was either
completely or partially standardized and documented. This data seems to indicate that
the workflow process in printing companies is an understood process that has standardized procedures. It would seem that with the nature of customer requests that it would be
challenging to follow one workflow procedure for all shipments and distribution of print.

Problems With Physical Distribution Workflow
While most of the participants of this research utilized a workflow process that
was partially or completely standardized and documented, these processes are not
without challenges.
A common issue cited concerning workflow was lack of automation, resulting in problems with inventory management and increased costs. One participant stated that automation would help streamline the distribution process. It was also pointed out that there
is no industry standard, so very few customers provide data in the same manner. Other
issues mentioned were requests for distribution of partial shipments, requests for faster
turnaround times, local distribution competition, and staffing.

D. Impact of E-Distribution and Print-on-Demand
E-Distribution
Electronic distribution has not greatly impacted the participants’ distribution procedures or their businesses in general. Only four (25%) of the companies interviewed have
used this distribution model. One company’s business model clearly fit the electronic
distribution model. However, none of the participants believe that they have lost business because of electronic distribution. At the time of this research, the typical commercial printer is not utilizing this model. Based on participant responses, it would appear
that digital printers and networked printers such as FedEx Kinkos are more likely to use
the e-distribution model (see Table 9 on page 25).
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Print-on-Demand
Print-on-demand has had a small impact on the traditional printer’s distribution operations. Many participants of this research did not offer print-on-demand capabilities, and
very few participants have lost business as a result of the POD capabilities of competing
firms. For those companies that have been impacted, strategies are being implemented
to address this issue. Those that offer print-on-demand have seen an impact on distribution, specifically with timing and scheduling. Also, some participants who offer POD
have mentioned that it has enhanced workflow and resulted in more end-user distribution, even though POD is more expensive and requires more project management.

E. Other Findings of the Research
In addition to the research objectives, other interesting information evolved from the
data. A summation of these findings follows.
1. Job titles in distribution
The titles of personnel in the distribution and shipping department were varied.
There were very few distribution/shipping managers or supervisors. Most functions were categorized as operator, specialist, administrator, coordinator or
handler. Lack of managerial presence could be due to the size of this function/
department in several of the companies. The companies with the larger distribution departments (companies 3, 8 and 14) had managers or supervisory
personnel in this department, and company 13 had a distribution staff of four
people and a manager.
2. Definition of distribution
The first question that was asked of the participants was how distribution was
defined within their companies. This was important to know at the beginning
to ensure that the interview questions were clearly understood. The definition
given to the respondents by the researchers was:
Distribution of printed materials involves the movement of product
from the production site to an internal (e.g., warehouse) or external
(e.g., customer) location (Cummings & Chhita, 2004b).
All participants indicated that there was more involved with distribution than
what was given in the researcher’s definition. Thus the participants provided
several varied viewpoints on this definition, so it was appropriate to develop a
composite definition from the common themes that were given. According to
the participants, a better definition of distribution in the printing industry is:
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A customer service offering that starts when the print job is scheduled. It is the
movement of finished printed materials from a printing plant to:
1) an internal storage location,
2) the customer,
3) a distribution center, or
4) the end user.
Furthermore, efficient distribution involves the use of market expertise to
negotiate freight rates and logistics services, routing, and overall compilation or management and organization of products and distribution. Other
aspects of distribution include: warehousing, shipping, inventory storage,
fulfillment and kit packing.
3. Distribution terminology
Eighty-seven percent of participants reported that the term “distribution” does
not adequately describe their operation. Rather, terms such as logistics, shipping and fulfillment were the primary descriptors. It was evident through the
discussions that most would agree that distribution may be an umbrella term
that encompasses many of these services (see Figure 7 on page 35).
One respondent indicated that he was put off by the term distribution, stating
that it was misleading. Another respondent said that although that was not the
terminology used in his organization, perhaps he would start using it.
4. Distribution as a valued-added service
It was interesting to learn that of the 15 participants who discussed this question, 14 (93%) agreed wholeheartedly that distribution was a value-added
service. The primary reasons given for this were that it is a chargeable service
and the customer relies on the expertise of the printer for product shipments.
The participant from Company #9 did not see distribution as a value-added
service, and yet stated that distribution was “just a service we offer.”
5. Distribution and finishing as separate departments
The printing literature and company Web sites often present finishing and
distribution as a combined service offering. Thus the researchers wanted to
understand how these functions were conducted within printing operations.
While seven participants did not provide a clear response to this question, of
the eight companies that did respond, seven indicated that in their companies, these were not combined functions. However, in some cases finishing and
distribution employees reported to the same supervisor. Most would agree that
the finishing function is a precursor to distribution.
6. Communication issues
With the workflow challenges and employee retention issues that participants reported they were facing, the researchers expected that most companies
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would express concerns about the flow of communication in their companies.
Surprisingly few communication problems were cited, but rather participants
talked about focusing efforts to ensure an appropriate communication flow
within their companies as a whole and within the distribution department.
Communication issues may be minimized in distribution due to the small size
of most departments. One area of concern was external communication breakdowns with customers and vendors.
7. Distribution: A critical trend?
It was apparent through these research interviews that distribution is not often
discussed on the level presented by the researchers. The participants were
eager to have this dialogue, pointing to a need for more research and focus in
this area.

Conclusions
The outcome of this study satisfies the objectives that were set forth in the research
proposal. Information has been generated regarding the current issues, challenges
and trends that printing companies are faced with as part of the physical distribution
of printed materials. Additionally, we now have some insights into what the physical
distribution workflow process looks like and the impact of e-distribution and print-ondemand on this workflow.
While the research was productive, it is disturbing to realize that very little has been
published in printing industry resources about the physical distribution of print. Some
possible explanations are that printers defines distribution differently, and that distribution is often linked with other functions such as finishing, mailing, and fulfillment.
Conversely, there has been more published on e-distribution because of the continued
interest in this area. It was clear through this research that e-distribution will not have
an immediate impact on, nor does it appear to provide a significant value for the traditional printing operation. It would seem that this process is more useful for networked
printers such as Sir Speedy and Kinko’s.
In addition to the achievement of the research objectives it may be that a new terminology “distribution workflow” has been introduced. And we have learned that while
“distribution” may seem like the obvious terminology for the physical or electronic
movement of information, others in the industry have not embraced this term and feel
that other descriptors are more appropriate.

Implications of the Study
There are implications of this research that could impact several sectors. Two primary
sectors are academia and printing companies.
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Academia
The topic of distribution workflow in the printing industry should be a core part of
curriculum for graphic communication programs at universities like RIT. If this source
of future employees is well versed in this area, this will provide an opportunity to
address many of aforementioned challenges and issues.

Printing Companies
Increasingly more printers are bringing distribution services in-house. This trend is
being driven by customer demand and the need to redefine business models. It is not
something that has been limited to large commercial printers. Small printing companies
and digital printers are getting on the bandwagon. Another key objective is to shorten
the supply chain.
Printers need to embrace future trends and address issues that impact profitability and
can reduce costs. Offering services like distribution is a great opportunity for differentiation. Print has become a commodity. The industry has been redefined and will not be
going back to its former way of doing business.
It is hoped that this research will be the basis for additional study and that it can be
further developed and used as a teaching tool to provide a foundation on the subject of
media distribution and transmission.

An Agenda for Further Research
While this research process has provided useful insights, there is still more to be studied on distribution and related areas that would be of benefit to the industry. Thus, the
following topics have been identified as areas for potential research:
1. Global economy and competition: What is the impact of offshoring on distribution in U.S. printing companies?
2. E-distribution: Where does it fit in the traditional printing company?
3. A more in-depth look at internal distribution workflow issues (e.g. materials
handling, safety and storage).
4. Next steps: The development of case studies from the interview data from
specific companies. This process will require permission from the specified
firms. Information such as this would further populate the base of knowledge
on this very important topic.
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Appendix A
Research Questions
Definition of Distribution
1. Define/describe the “distribution” function in your printing company.
a. Is distribution considered a value-added service in your company?
If yes, why?
b. What other value-added services are offered in your company?
2. Describe the organizational structure in the distribution department?
a. # of employees (this location) _________________________
b. # of employees in distribution department _______________
c. What are the job titles for positions in this department?
3. Is “distribution” the right term? If not, what terminology is utilized by your
company? Does your company see distribution and finishing as two different
departments?

Workflow
4. Explain your distribution workflow. Is it a documented and standardized procedure?
5. What challenges or problems have you experienced with your current distribution workflow?

Physical Distribution
6. What are the key issues and challenges with the following distribution phases/
stages?
a. Work in progress
b. Finished goods
c. Distribution
Media Distribution in the Printing Industry
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7. What strategies are being utilized to address these issues?

Impact of Environmental, Economic and Other Factors
8. How has the increase in fuel prices impacted your physical
distribution operation?
9. How has “print-on-demand” impacted your physical distribution operation?
10. What other factors have impacted your physical distribution operation?

Electronic Distribution
11. How much, if any, of your production is distributed to the customer via “distribute-and-print” (electronic) methods?

Employment Issues
12. What employment issues has your company dealt with in the distribution
department?

Communication Issues
13. How would you describe the flow of communication:
a. In the company as a whole
b. In the distribution department
c. Between the distribution department and other departments

Future Directions and Trends
14. What do you see as key directions and trends in distribution?
15. Are there growth opportunities in your company’s distribution area? In the area
of distribution in general?

Other Comments
16. What recommendations or suggestions do you have for companies like yours to
improve their distribution operations?
17. What key things should I (the researcher) know about distribution in printing
companies?

Appendix B
The following is the complete listing of edited responses to specific questions asked
during the interview process. Only those questions where all comments were not
included in the body of the document are listed.
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Q1. Definition of distribution
•

“Shipping finished products or books and outsourcing.”

•

“Logistics services, routing, and overall compilation or management and organization of catalog production and distribution.”

•

“A customer service offering where the goal is to optimize delivery time.”

•

“A process that starts when the job is scheduled.”

•

“Everything that is leaving the facility per customer request.”

•

“The movement of finished materials from the plant to other customer vendors.”

•

“Involves the use of experience and market expertise to negotiate freight rate.”

•

“Warehousing and shipping.”

•

“Inventory storage and fulfillment.”

•

“Use of a direct model to get products to customer or end users (e.g. Dell model).”

•

“Printed materials sent to vendors through trucking, or shipping to one location.”

•

“Transportation and trucking.”

•

“Kit packing and fulfillment through UPS, etc.”

•

“Shipping and warehousing consignment with customer at customer’s location.”

•

“Finished goods and customer goods distribution”

•

“Definition depends on customer: may ship to one location, two locations or at
different times.”

•

“Vendor managed inventory or vendor managed order.”

•

“Strictly shipping and packaging of finished goods.”

•

“Getting finished products to the customer, ordering supplies from vendors.”

•

“Fulfillment means picking and packing on-demand requests for client inventoried materials and shipping those products to specified destinations.”

•

“Getting products to customers. Delivery to one location. Model has changed
because of electronic distribution.”

•

“Getting products to customers.”

Q1a. Why is distribution a value-added service?
•

“Allows for mark-up on shipment, even USPS.”

•

“We’re getting paid for it.”

•

“Cost control for customers; part of total solutions.”

•

“Fulfillment and JIT delivery.”
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•

“Part of printer’s workflow. Reduces cost and improves effectiveness.”

•

“Differentiator; company charges for it.”

•

“Customization of kit packing.”

•

“Customer not charged for warehousing.”

•

“Promotes good customer relations.”

•

“Complements printing and other production solutions; natural fit.”

Q6. Physical distribution phases
Work in Progress
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•

“No value added; can’t bill customer.”

•

“Need efficient storage and tracking.”

•

“Hurts cash flow (staffing, storage).”

•

“May have to wait for customer to provide information.”

•

“Timing and scheduling: Intelligent scheduling of all functions starts with
receipt of job.”

•

“Required to work around existing equipment and work with existing space.”

•

“Safety, training, OSHA requirements.”

•

“Automation: not much, but under review.”

•

“Distribution of unfinished product.”

•

“Movement of product between pressroom and bindery.”

•

“Inserts area always a problem.”

•

“Communication problems with customers.”

•

“Space problems.”

•

“Labor is the biggest problem.”

•

“Short runs require company to turn product over quickly.”

•

“Need an integrated recovery system where everything is bar coded: to know
where everything is.”

•

“Need director of operations or an operations manager.”

•

“Change in customer requirements.”

•

“Linking departments and coordinating planning is a challenge.”

•

“No warehouse location assigned unless product is finished.”

•

“JIT: still printing the job, but part of order has been shipped.”
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•

“Difficult to have a standard cost system.”

•

“Partial works: product that is half finished.”

•

“Crowded pressroom.”

Finished Goods
•

“10,000 sq ft can be tied up waiting on customer input or payment.”

•

“Open work orders.”

•

“Storage and warehousing.”

•

“Instructions slow coming from the customer.”

•

“Non-payment: customers pay their own postage, money must be in account or
government (USPS) will freeze shipment.”

•

“Staging finished goods; not enough internal space for finished goods storage.”

•

“Cash flow: 60–90 day ship situations; no cash until shipment made; 30 %
shipped overseas.”

•

“Miscellaneous costs.”

•

“Balance between digital and offset work (1 vs. 100,000 copies).”

Distribution
•

“Internal distribution—damaged product, material handling.”

•

“Shipping or transporting to customers.”

•

“Trucking service when product/order leaves the facility.”

•

“Customers want to know what day shipment will be at any one of the 400+
post offices.”

•

“Customers want subscribers to have information before it hits the newsstand.”

•

“Cost of offsite storage.”

•

“Increase cost of fuel surcharges (10-15%); not all passed on to the customers.”

•

“Availability of transportation; shortage of truck drivers resulting in increase in
salaries which result in increased costs.”

•

“Freight, surcharges with gas prices rising.”

•

“Ganging shipments together.”

•

“Closing the loop; notifying the client of delivery/shipment.”

Q7. Strategies to address issues and challenges in
the phases of physical distribution
•

“New software which will allow for integrated duties.”
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•

“Email confirmation to customers with tracking information.”

•

“Safety training and enforcement; establish safety committees.”

•

“SW development to track shipments.”

•

“Work with 3rd party to develop procedures to provide trucking.”

•

“Work with customers to manage expectations.”

•

“Long term contracts: protection from volatility and increase rates.”

•

“Offsite storage (specifically paper)”.

•

“Encourage customer to use immediate shipments.”

•

“Stay abreast of USPS regulations and build stronger relations with USPS.”

•

“Standardization: file formation, automated invoicing, order management, etc.”

•

“Automation”

•

“Technology: automation”

•

“Flexibility with platforms and equipment.”

•

“Follow up with customer.”

•

“In-house post project meeting for big projects.”

•

“Tour customer facility to learn how we can best serve their needs.”

•

“Preferred trucking gives us more of a voice.”

•

“Joining trucking associations such as IDW (Independent Drivers Worldwide).”

•

Experience.. “To avoid mistakes you need experience. And to gain experience,
you need to make mistakes.”

•

ISO certification.

•

Communication.

•

Computerization.

•

Pre-production planning.

•

“Keep up with customer demand.”

•

“Effective communication with customers.”

•

“Effective and efficient means of doing business.”

•

“More overtime.”

•

“Efficient/effective employees.”

•

“Automated workflow.”

•

“PDF to proof to plate/print.”
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•

“Standardizing impositions.”

•

“Fewer variations to help with repetition.”

•

“Researching bar coding options to interface with on-line system.”

•

“Lean manufacturing: incorporated some ISO standards into operation.”

•

“Speed.”

•

“Accuracy.”

Q12. Employment issues
•

“On-going training is required. Must build into cost of doing business.”

•

“Employee mindsets are a factor; getting harder to find experienced employees.”

•

“Shipping employees belong to a union.”

•

“Employees don’t have correct skill sets.”

•

“Turnover rate which results in a timing issue.”

•

“Nothing out of the ordinary: We believe in investing in our employees. We
encourage participation in local groups (e.g. trucking organizations).”

•

“Accountability.”

•

“None really: Company has highly educated employees; They train and educate
for the work.”

•

“None really.”

•

“Not all employees can multi-task. It’s difficult to find these types of people.”

•

“No staffing problems.”

•

“With only two employees in distribution, cross-training is key.”

•

“Manual labor requires hybrid employees who can handle the manual requirements, but who are also computer literate.”

•

“No major problems. We shift from bindery to distribution (only 9 employees in
the company).”

•

Temporary employees: “You train them and they are gone before you get your
money’s worth.”

•

Finding experienced staff: “We need someone who understands the inventory
control process.”

•

“Implement more training processes to increase job enrichment.”

•

“Student employees, stable workflows and stable workers.”
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•

“Increased margins.”

•

“More Activity Based Costing results in less job cost reports.”

•

“Distribution will be managed to make money.”

•

“Trend toward Wal-Mart distribution model.”

•

“Distribution bubble will be impacted by the USPS if post office starts to do
more zip code sortation.”

•

“Some equipment may be obsolete.”

•

“Smaller pallets; more break-up of regions. More co-pallitization and co-mailing.”

•

“Customers will rely on printers to do distribution for them. They want immediate feedback. Economies of scale will drive the market.”

•

“More electronic flow of information.”

•

“Fossil fuel for trucks.”

•

“Shelf life of books will decrease.”

•

“Want to be able to use POD for: out of date books, new authors, new volume,
medium- and low-quantity orders.”

•

“More hybrid printing.”

•

“Less personal communication.”

•

“Better transportation.”

•

“Transfer of information will continue to improve.”

•

“Offshoring will have an impact.”

•

“Increased fulfillment kitting and assembly = digital opportunity.”

•

“Customers being more hands off.”

•

“Suppliers handling and managing inventories.”

•

“More print-on-demand.”

•

“More distribute-and-print.”

•

“Printers will become the mailer.”

•

“More competition between carriers (e.g. UPS, FedEx, DHL) and more competition between truckers.”

•

“Offsite fulfillment.”

•

“Charges for prepress.”

•

“More product variety.”
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•

“Increased freight cost.”

•

“One to one marketing.”

•

“Electronic distribution will foster nationwide competition.”

•

“Global market.”

•

“Faster delivery: printers will be selling delivery time.”

Q15. Growth opportunities in distribution
•

“Wal-Mart strategy.”

•

“Lower print costs.”

•

“Distribution should be part of customer’s experience.”

•

“Via efficiencies (will probably benefit smaller printers, larger printers are
already efficient).” “Distribution should be a differentiator.” “Cost savings.”

•

“Help evolve the USPS visions of streamlined network, mail effectively (less
returns), and better usage of equipment.”

•

“More targeted communication; not just a printer, but a communications company.”

•

“Partner/build alliances.”

•

Mailing: “USPS needs to reform.”

•

“Opportunities for growth within the global market.”

•

“Concentrate on niche market.”

•

“Consolidation yields opportunities for small companies to become full
service providers.”

•

“Work with customers that have their own trucking to reduce costs.”

•

“Warehousing: we initially started with 2000 sq ft and have grown to 25,000 sq. ft.”

•

“Computerization and controlling costs.”

•

“Offering full service to the customer.”

•

“Strengthen competitive position.”

•

“Variable data printing will cause growth, change how print is manufactured,
and cut down cycle time.”

•

“Not much in this organization. For the rest of the printing industry … global
competition, time means everything … faster … faster.”
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•

“Become automated and implement an MIS system, JDF, and prepress workflow.”

•

“Need to implement some standards in terms of electronic data transfer.”

•

“Need to invest in electronic tracking and tracing technologies in order to keep
track on the flow of materials throughout the manufacturing and distribution
process.”

•

“Become active in industry organizations (IDEAlliance, postal organizations,
packaging organizations, purchasing organizations, etc.) because customers are
relying on you to be their eyes and ears.”

•

“E-commerce and print management systems are key.”

•

“You have to be passionate about automation every step of the way.”

•

“Find the right customer who is able and willing to work with you.”

•

“Always have a 3–5year plan for your company. Take a good look at your business; ask what can be done differently. Ask what is next.”

•

“Observe and learn from successful companies because they are doing something right.”

•

“Incorporate what you learn from trade organizations into your business plan
for the next 3 to 4 years.”

•

“Build a good relationship with your customer and find better means to get
their products to them.”

•

“Take your time to solve problems.”

•

“Be reliable and provide customers with a guaranteed delivery.”

•

“Educate your customers, look out for missing information and make sure
client supplied distribution lists are well formatted.”

•

“Ready, Aim, Fire. Plan, Plan, Plan.”

•

“Reverse your workflow starting from the end. Ask where the print is going and
then work backwards.”

•

“Look for new techniques and implement them.”

•

“Distribution influences the entire workflow.”

•

‘Get the job done and do it right the first time.”
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Appendix B

Q17. What key things should I (the researcher)
know about distribution in printing companies?
•

“Distribution is not a differentiator for printing companies because barriers to
entry are low. However, offering services such as inkjet addressing differentiates
you from your competitor.”

•

“Distribution is more than shipping a product to a customer.”

•

“The printed product doesn’t have value until it is in the hands of the either the
customer or the end-user.”

•

“The scope of logistics is defined by customer’s needs.”

•

“The package of a product says a lot about the customer and the customer’s
product therefore it must be perfect.”

•

“Be aware of the real cost and hidden costs to producing a printed material such
as a book (production, storage, shipping, channel partners and more).”

•

“Gain knowledge about supply chain.”

•

“There’s no one way to define distribution; each printer will define it a
little different.”

•

“The industry is changing and people have to adapt to change.”

•

“Thriving companies are more customer-friendly.”

•

“Holding finished goods can put a hold on cash flow.”

•

“Build alliances with partners who have storage and look for employees who
can multitask.”

•

“Printers only get paid for the job once the job is delivered.”

•

“There are fewer delivery centers now and printers are being asked to break
apart pieces and ship as opposed to shipping large quantities.”

•

“Print on demand brings about more stress on the distribution department.”

•

“Distribution is the most critical point of the workflow.”
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